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ACCLAIM FOR CHOOSE COURAGE 
We are in the era where individuals can express who they are, what they 

believe in, what they seek, and where to move forward as never before across most 
of the globe.  

Technology has enabled and empowered the ability to have a platform to 
express your opinions through tweets, blog posts, and other means. Thus the 
timely publication of the Dr. Ruth Schimel’s new book entitled “Choose Courage: 
Step Into the Life You Want” is ideal to guide individuals to not only pursue their 
dream but also to realize it. 

Choose Courage offers a unique set of guidelines that is sensitive to the 
individual reader and allows everyone to tailor the recommendations to their own 
set of circumstances. Most “how to” books dictate a lofty set of rules and principles 
to the reader as pathways to success. Instead, Dr. Schimel offers a positive, 
manageable, and realistic process.  

Choose Courage is an outstanding life map that guides a range of 
individuals from business leaders to elementary teachers to exhibit the courage 
and to use their respective talents without boundaries, without fear. 

Dr. Hubert Glover, Drexel University, Author of Giraffes of 
Technology: The Making of the 21st Century Leader 

 

USE AND BENEFITS OF CHOOSE COURAGE 

Choose Courage: Step Into the Life You Want transforms what could be a 
heroic cliché into concrete ways you can realize your true capacities.  Based on 
doctoral-level research with everyday people, the book provides a 21st century 
definition of courage. The array of tools and guidance will help you build on your 
strengths and skills as well as transcend emotional barriers.  Photos, art, humor, 
and poetry will also inspire your continuing action. 

The design of Choose Courage echoes the dynamism of life.  Like the 
blended, spontaneous nature of jazz, this interactive book uses a range of 
disciplines to support fresh ideas and menus of processes; weave them into what 
you want and need.  Since the approach reflects the incremental nature of actual 
progress, take the small steps in whatever order makes sense to you.  Or use the 
sequence offered. You’ll be prompting your own potential and useful contributions 
from and to others. 
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INTRODUCTION TO GUIDES FOR YOUR SUCCESS 
 

WAYS TO THINK ABOUT SUCCESS 
The word success may sound seductive to you. Yet according to the dictionary it 

just means accomplishment of a goal.  Sounds a little mundane?  Perhaps it’s the second 
definition — gaining fame or prosperity — that makes the word so appealing. 

Unfortunately, these short guides cannot ensure your success, however you define 
it for yourself personally and professionally.  Neither are they sources of magical advice. 
Instead, these guides will help sprout the seeds of success already within you. They include 
cultural norms and values, genetic predispositions, and positive emotions which often 
spark energy and motivation. 

Differing from the thousands of books and articles already available, this low-cost 
material is short yet sophisticated. Action and authenticity are emphasized via an array of 
adaptable, small steps that prompt results.  At the same time, you’ll get suggestions for 
continuing progress when you’re ready.   

Emphasis on guidance and inspiration tailored to individual readers also differs 
from most widely-read self-help books on success. Among the first was Ben Franklin’s 
Poor Richard’s Almanac, self-published under a pseudonym in 1732. Captivating readers 
in the late 1800s, Horatio Alger’s rags to riches stories also focused on building character.  
With the influence of psychology, books in the 1900s such as Dale Carnegie’s How to Win 
Friends and Influence People, and his friendly competitor Norman Vincent Peale’s The 
Power of Positive Thinking, switched to present-day focus on personality. More recently, 
the list continues on and on, including works of W. Clement Stone, Tony Robbins, and 
Stephen Covey.    

You can always explore the lists of thousands of books on success 
at www.amazon.com and elsewhere, as you wish.  But for digestible guidance built on what 
makes you unique and encouraging manageable action, these short guides recognize your 
time constraints.  By taking small steps in sequences that work for you and honor who you 
are within the context of your life, progress is more likely.  Efforts can build over time, 
encouraging authentic choices that give you access to the success you want. 

The process of building success can start with your vision or idea, possibly your 
hopes and dreams; they often integrate meaning with your passions. The concrete 

http://www.amazon.com/
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ingredients you provide include your time and experience, your skills and abilities, your 
common sense and honesty with yourself.  Persistence and continuing learning are also 
catalysts for progress.   

Once you make commitments that have meaning to you, outside expertise, 
resources, and connections are more likely to become obvious and responsive.  Ultimately, 
though, you hold the cards and choices of dealing them. For example, you can decide how 
you will proceed and with whom you want to collaborate to create success.   

Then, as you continue to clarify your purposes to yourself and others as well as to 
follow through with related action, mutual trust evolves.  That rich intangible can make 
what seems magical progress flow naturally.   

Some call such flow serendipity or chance happenings.  Synchronicity, or the 
simultaneous occurrence of events that appear related but have no discernible connection, 
may also occur. But actual power is likely generated by your own authentic actions, 
commitment, passion, and vocation, as you define it.  Their interaction will encourage and 
empower you.  (See Appendices A and B for research-based definitions of courage and 
related concepts as well as cycles of development.) 

Scientist Louis Pasteur is supposed to have said some variation of chance favors 
the prepared mind.  Luck or fortune sometimes replaces chance in similar quotes.  In other 
words, you’ll be creating your own luck most of the time.  Just keep in mind there are no 
simple relationships, or cause and effect, between what you do and what happens.  Your 
power resides in your choices about what to do and how you promote and handle results. 

START TO EXPLORE WHAT SUCCESS MEANS TO YOU 
As you serve your priorities and pursue your purposes, you’ll know better when to 

move forward with your vision or plan, be flexible, and adjust expectations.  You’ll also 
sense when to honor your intuition and instincts. 

One way to become better focused is to define what a good outcome is or can be in 
particular situations.  Some might call that a success, whether modest or more ambitious. 

To improve  momentum, just take a few minutes to jot down how you’d define 
success related to one personal, professional, or integrated situation. Try two to four 
sentences on the lines below. 

 
If nothing inspiring immediately comes to mind or you want to stretch your ideas 

of success for now, here are tangible and intangible examples of what it might include.  
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Since they are somewhat general, adapt them, or add your original ideas.  Be as specific as 
possible to add clarity. That will support the action and responses you want. 

• learning how to do _________ to promote pleasure, meaning, or valuable 
results  

• inspiring others to realize their strengths by ___________ 

• earning  $______per_____ to support and sustain the quality of life and 
security I want 

• making a difference in or influencing my world by __________ 

• creating a product, service, or art form such as __________that attracts, 
engages, or inspires others  

• leading a family, group, community, or organization for everyone’s benefit to 
accomplish ___________ 

Or see what you want to take away or adapt from American essayist and poet Ralph 
Waldo Emerson’s definition of success: 

To laugh often and much; to win the respect of intelligent people and affection of 
children; to earn the appreciation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false 
friends; to appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; to leave the world a bit better, 
whether by a healthy child, a garden patch or a redeemed social condition; to know even 
one life has breathed easier because I have lived. This is to have succeeded. 

Neither the bulleted list above nor Ralph Waldo Emerson’s definition mention 
money as an end in itself. That’s because research shows money alone may not sustain 
happiness, another measure of success to some.  

The Impermanence of Success 
In fact, little of importance tends to stay the same over time, whether money, 

happiness, health, relationships, work, or success. Each can shift, ebbing and flowing, 
temporarily satisfying appetites that eventually yearn for that often insatiable four-letter 
word — more. Or different or better. 

Growth Mind Set 
I hope you avoid a fixed mind set as you think about your success. According to 

Carol Dweck, an example would be thinking you have to be born with all the smarts and 
talents.  Instead, the Stanford University psychologist found just the opposite after three 
decades of research. People who believe their abilities can expand over time, those with a 
“growth mind set,” are the most innovative.  
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They believe they can increase their abilities if they try and are willing to seek new 
strategies rather than succumb to fears of failure. Such openness and optimism is an 
attitude you can develop, if you don’t have it already. 

But maintaining a constant growth mind set is not automatic or even that easy. 
Whether or not you do, there is almost always a new challenge that may make you feel 
unready, unsteady, or inadequate. At such points, perhaps start by acting as if you are 
ready to proceed. That attitude may be your starter yeast for growth.  To explore your own 
mindset, go to: http://mindsetonline.com/ 

BOTTOM LINE 
Success will evolve as you’re willing to work, listen to your true self, and learn.  

When you sustain your patience and sense of humor, you’ll be more likely to encourage 
others’ interest and support. As always, take what’s useful and leave the rest from this 
Introduction and the following short guides. 

As Henry David Thoreau said, “if one advances confidently in the direction of his 
dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with a success 
unexpected in common hours.”  Combining a range of capacities and interests as many 
can over time, he was an American author, poet, philosopher, abolitionist, naturalist, tax 
resister, development critic, and surveyor.  Considering his choices, you may want to 
believe for yourself “it’s never too late to be who you might have been,” as author George 
Eliot aka Mary Anne Evans said — especially if you find ways to integrate interests and 
don’t try to do everything at once.   

For a holistic process that helps you promote your success, click on the 
link and Look Inside Choose Courage: Step Into the Life You Want 

http://mindsetonline.com/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/149034330X/ref=as_li_tf_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=211189&creative=373489&creativeASIN=149034330X&link_code=as3&tag=ruthschi-20
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	 inspiring others to realize their strengths by ___________
	 earning  $______per_____ to support and sustain the quality of life and security I want
	 making a difference in or influencing my world by __________
	 creating a product, service, or art form such as __________that attracts, engages, or inspires others
	 leading a family, group, community, or organization for everyone’s benefit to accomplish ___________
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	Bottom Line
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	GUIDE ONE: COOKING UP SUCCESS
	“To travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive, and the true success is to labour.”
	~ Robert Lewis Stevenson, Scottish novelist, essayist, travel writer, and poet ~

	PREPARATION
	15 minutes to read and clarify your criteria for success

	INGREDIENTS
	Determining goals you truly want
	Attending to and enjoying the process vs. focusing on bottom line only
	Paying attention to what touches you
	Being persistent, but not inflexible

	LIKELY RESULTS OF YOUR EFFORTS
	Enhanced satisfaction from progress
	Strengthened self-respect
	Fortitude
	Improved quality of life
	Intrinsic security

	Ways to assess success
	How do you assess worth and value? My father believed that educational degrees and money substituted for royal birth in the United States. Others seem to prefer the security, predictability, and prestige implicit in hierarchy. There, both formal and i...
	How do you know if you’re “more equal”? Well, people pay attention to you as well as seek you out for support, opinions, and resources.
	Other indicators are status symbols such as high income, impressive homes, and expensive cars. As my father believed, educational levels provide measures for many. Such tangibles provide easier comparisons as well as benchmarks of progress.
	Success can also be expressed in less tangible ways such as:
	 healthy relationships with family, friends, neighbors, and colleagues
	 spiritual meaning and peace of mind
	 knowledge and wisdom
	 contributions to society
	 self-sufficiency and confidence
	Tangible and intangible indicators of success are not mutually exclusive, though.  Wisdom and status, a Mercedes and good friends, can exist together.
	This guide will help you explore, define, and refine what success means to you, using your own criteria as measures. Whatever definition you develop, the good news is that the process of cooking up success contains and promotes success itself. New cap...
	Even the pleasure of anticipation contributes. For example, according to Stanford University happiness researcher Brian Knutson, “Anticipation is totally underestimated.” Perhaps you’ve noticed the irony that seeking success may make you happier than ...

	Create your own criteria
	Consider the symbols of success above as well as the potentially concrete criteria below you clarify and others you want to add.  Then check six or so items that reflect what’s more important to you.  After making your choices, which could be challeng...
	_____ income of:
	_____ relationship with a significant other that includes:
	_____ family of:
	_____ work situation such as:
	_____ activities that satisfy you because:
	_____ educational level of:
	_____ home that:
	_____ car(s) such as:
	_____ community consisting of:
	_____ sense of peace that feels like:
	_____ spiritual or religious beliefs such as:
	_____ contributions to others, including:
	_____ friendships characterized by:
	_____ recognition or fame for:
	_____ expression of values such as excellence, kindness, integrity
	_____ good mental and physical health that:
	_____ level of confidence expressed by:
	_____ vision or goal of:
	_____ level of financial security of:
	_____your additions?
	Integrate Your Main Criteria to Define Success
	After reviewing the criteria you chose and defined further above, bring the top several together into a short description using bullets or narrative below:
	Your priorities for action?  From your description, choose up to three related actions you can, want to, and will take now. Write them down below and schedule follow up that will work.  For each one, indicate who you will enlist to assist or encourage...
	Move from Failure to Success
	As American writer Herbert Kaufman said, “Failure is only postponed success as long as courage ‘coaches’ ambition.  The habit of persistence is the habit of victory.”  If you seek something valuable, expect barriers and even failure along the way.
	What barriers and challenges related to your first action above would you expect to encounter?  Name up to three that are significant and likely below.
	For the most significant one, describe below how you will minimize it within a time frame you specify.
	As you wish, do the same for the remaining two barriers or challenges below.

	IMPORTANCE OF OTHERS FOR YOUR SUCCESS
	Others you know will not only be affected by your success, but also may depend on it. To engage them, sustain trust, and avoid unhelpful surprises, continue conversations with two or three individuals significantly connected with what you plan to do. ...
	As appropriate, encourage the involvement and feedback of people beyond your immediate connections. But avoid being swayed from your approach unless suggestions and comments are very well-founded and fair-minded. And be honest with yourself about how ...
	To start this process of involving others, for initial focus select three people with whom you’ll discuss your vision of success and approaches to dealing with challenges and barriers.  Best choose people who don’t have an agenda for you or tend to im...
	Such conversations will also help you hear your own voice as well as be a reality test and possible problem-solving exercise. They may also provide tangible support for your well-designed efforts.  Always be alert for ways you can assist them as well....

	Prepare to move forward
	Now that you’ve had a chance to clarify and focus your thoughts about success for yourself and with others, make sure that what you seek has personal and professional meaning.  Does it reflect who you are and what you truly want?  If not, you may want...
	If you wish, reframe your own definition of success below.
	Are you now ready to make a deal with yourself to sustain momentum? To do that, identify or adapt two or three actions from the suggestions below.  Add your own ideas on the lines provided. Then, begin action with the one that’s the most motivational,...
	 make a simple, sustainable plan that you improve over time while being open to what dynamic realities present (what, why, how, with whom, and when)
	 identify and develop top needed skills, information, connections, and methods
	 test your assumptions and expectations regularly, ensuring they’re realistic and relevant
	 strengthen your confidence by:
	 expand your ambitions or contract them for manageability; refocus your vision and goals accordingly
	Whatever you decide, honor any progress, however modest. You can refine the process over time using your own good judgment, experience, and suggestions from others.  Continue to be as concrete as possible without losing inspiration from your larger vi...

	Embrace and enjoy the process
	There will probably be times of self-questioning. Even accomplished film director Sidney Lumet said at 81, “I always have moments of doubt.  I never get rid of that actor’s instability. I think, I’ll never work again.”
	Get through periods of doubt, stasis, and frustration by reminding yourself of how you’ve faced internal and external challenges previously. Be patient and kind to yourself.  Take regular breaks to renew and refresh. Continue getting and giving approp...
	The search for success can be long and worthwhile, winding, and abrupt, logical and nonlinear.  Mere wishing won’t make it so.  In addition to the continuing effort, there will be much to celebrate along the way, the small intangibles as well as perio...
	FOR ADDITIONAL INSIGHT, LEARNING, and GUIDANCE
	The Success Principles: How to Get From Where You Are to Where You Want to Be by Jack Canfield and Janet Switzer
	The Measure of Our Success: A Letter to My Children and Yours by Marian Wright Edelman
	The Power of Focus by Jack Canfield et al
	As You Think by James Allen
	The Architecture of All Abundance by Lenedra J. Carroll
	Stumbling on Happiness by Daniel Gilbert
	How to Fail at Almost Everything and Still Win Big: Kind of the Story of My Life by Scott Adams
	The Upside of Down: Why Failing Well Is the Key to Success by Megan McArdle
	Thrive: The Third Metric to Redefining Success and Creating a Life of Well-Being, Wisdom, and Wonder by Arianna Huffington
	Give and Take: A Revolutionary Approach to Success by Adam Grant
	Coach Wooden’s Pyramid of Success: Building Blocks for a Better Life by John Wooden and Jay Carty
	I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou
	The Rise: Creativity, the Gift of Failure, and the Search for Mastery by Sarah Lewis
	Steal Like An Artist: The Things Nobody Told You About Being Creative by Austin Kleon
	Mastery by Robert Greene
	Whatever masks you have, find your true value beneath them.
	GUIDE TWO: EXPRESSING YOUR FULL SELF
	“This above all: to thine own self be true,
	And it must follow, as the night the day,
	Thou canst not be false to any man.”
	~ William Shakespeare, Playwright ~

	PREPARATION
	30 minutes to read and start capturing an inspiring, true vision of yourself

	INGREDIENTS
	Being curious about what you may not appreciate in yourself
	Accessing your depth and breadth
	Mustering the courage to uncover your uniqueness
	Wanting clear focus for action
	Letting your inside direct your outside

	LIKELY RESULTS OF YOUR EFFORTS
	Increased efficiency and effectiveness in choices and use of time
	Good experiences from using a dynamic process for decision making
	Authenticity and meaning in your relationships and work
	Improvement in satisfaction and enjoyment

	Make the Most of Yourself
	Maybe the Shakespeare quote at the start of this guide prompts a monolog in your mind that includes some of these thoughts: Sure!  Just be true to myself and everything will work out. What about the demands and expectations of the rest of my world?  T...
	Whatever you’re assuming, at least start using this guide to enjoy capturing your positive nature and preferences for direction and action.  Among other matters, you’ll improve clarity about choices you make related to the five themes below. As always...
	 dreams
	 goals
	 concerns and questions about what’s next
	 frustrations and dilemmas
	 needs
	Use information about your true, productive self as your roadmap or guide for action. The process explained below, or your version of it, will benefit yourself as well as others. Outcomes can be immediately useful, subtle, and evolving.

	AppreciatE who you are now
	As you already know, any search for self-knowledge and understanding is life-long if you want to do right by yourself. Most of the time, the process is refreshing and strengthening.
	Yet sometimes it’s fraught with danger, discomfort, and even drudgery. Think of Adam and Eve — Eve, especially, who was punished for being tempted by the serpent into eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge. Or Prometheus who defied the Greek gods. ...
	Alternatively, another myth relates to punishment for chronic deceitfulness, perhaps associated with inauthenticity or manipulation of others.  King of Corinth, Sisyphus, was condemned to rolling a large boulder up a hill. As he watched it roll back d...
	The metaphors in these myths often seem modern. As they lead to self-awareness and insight, they can contribute to making good choices. They can also offer ways to transform chronic unproductive behavior and manage ambiguity for your benefit. What fee...

	How to Begin Your Exploration
	There’s not much concrete guidance on how to express your unique self from family, school, and work. Rather, focus tends to be on how you can fit in and relate to others, how to be successful within others’ boundaries and expectations.
	To uncover the complex, rich layers of your original self, learn and use, or adapt the following process for creating a roadmap that captures who you are and what’s important to you. It will help you mobilize your essential self for effective action t...
	If you want to appreciate your true nature as a basis for choosing and doing well, proceed. As you take small, consistent steps, go at whatever speed and to any depth you want. Your discoveries and clarifications will help you improve relationships, f...
	What Titles, Nicknames, and Code Names May Expose
	No doubt you already have a good deal of information about yourself from your own insights, sources such as psychological and personality tests, life experience, and feedback from others.  How authentic, complete, and true it all is may be another mat...
	Some of this data include nicknames or titles that provide layers of information under the surface. For example, the Secret Service agents’ code name for President Reagan was Rawhide, probably reflecting his love of horseback riding on his ranch.
	Rawhide is the untanned hide of cattle or other animals. It’s also a type of whip or rope.  Though the agents may have liked the implicit macho man image, other meanings possibly lurked beneath. They could have related to the edge between Reagan’s aff...
	Not to compare myself to such a lofty example as President Reagan, my nickname was Bunny when I was a young child.  Despite my questions about its source, Mom could never tell me why she gave me that name.  My guess is that I was constantly scampering...
	Recently, some organizations have been coming up with non-traditional job titles.  A fast food chain head of customer service is called Manager of Duct Tape and Plungers.  Though he says he uses the former for small problems and the latter for big one...
	What do you and others call yourself?  Take a quick mental trip over the years and jot down whatever comes to mind below about your:
	 nicknames
	 job titles
	 names you gave or would like to call yourself now
	What two or three main themes or underlying meanings in what you wrote above emerge?  Mention below which one or two you want to embrace and which one or two you want to let go.
	If you could change your names or titles, what would one or two new ones be?  You may find it compelling or just interesting to look up the meanings of your choices in a naming book or on the Internet.  Jot down a few examples of new ones here:
	Mention below what your new or preferred choices tell you about yourself.  What one or two positive themes seem to recur?
	Moving from Sound Bites to Brief Descriptions
	While they just begin to capture your complexity, collect on separate paper,  computer, or tablet a list of the insights you developed above.  Each one will be a new line, the start of your roadmap of positive, descriptive phrases.   Your emerging  ro...
	 choosing directions
	 setting priorities
	 solving problems
	 defining focus for professional and personal activities
	Another way to capture information about yourself is reflected in Native American naming approaches. Rather than ending up with lots of Tiffany’s and Brian’s, they chose apt or metaphoric places and situations from their languages.  Some meant, “at th...
	Using such a descriptive approach, what would you “name” yourself to reflect a positive theme that’s important or representative?  Examples might be:
	 seeing the forest and the trees
	 cantering through the difficulties at work
	 exploring beyond the horizon
	 finding ways to serve the tribe and meet my goals
	 preferring originality to conformity
	Take a few minutes now and write below one or two accurate, authentic phrases about yourself that come to mind, using the format of the examples above, to add to your roadmap. Start each one with a gerund (ing verb).
	Creating Additional Brief Descriptions for Your Roadmap
	By now, your list of positive self-descriptions is starting to bloom.  You can help it grow further using the cues below.  Jot down associations that come to mind when you name and describe, metaphorically and literally, whatever appeals to you among ...
	 colors
	 sports and games
	 entertainers
	 heroes
	 authors, dancers, poets, and painters
	 leaders
	 locations or buildings
	 animals
	Additional descriptive nouns that inspire you:

	Translating Your Brief Descriptions for Your Roadmap
	Here are examples of how to translate the associations you’ve noted above.  Let’s say I like the color orange for its vibrant, dramatic, atypical nature.  And female lions appeal because of their practical fierceness; they do most of the hunting and r...
	Translating these conclusions into lines for my roadmap, I could write:
	 using my vibrant energy by __________
	 enjoying dramatic situations in work and personal life
	 acting independently to _________
	 preferring practical, workable approaches
	 supporting fiercely ideas and people who are important to me
	Notice that all the lines are positive and continue to start with gerunds because these “ing” verb forms imply action and dynamism. Gerunds also provide parallel construction in the roadmap lines, aiding flow, clarity, and ease of reading.
	The language of each line relates as closely as possible to just one specific idea developed. That discipline avoids lines that blur into one another from meandering associations and thoughts. In addition, since each line is a discrete description, fo...
	Without editing and expressing only logic over paradox, keep adding to the list of lines for your roadmap using the format just described.  They include all positive, accurate descriptions of your tendencies, preferences,  nature, interests, passions,...

	TestING Your Roadmap
	For an initial test drive of your list of lines, imagine how you would apply them to a current situation that concerns you. If it is full enough, your developing roadmap will have guiding ideas that may very well lead to effective action even now.
	When you sense some assistance or conversation with others will improve results, play the roadmap creation process together with a respected friend, family member, or colleague.  Or run your expanding list by a trusted person who knows you well, askin...

	THE EMERGING BENEFITS OF A FULL ROADMAP
	Perhaps this approach doesn’t seem as scientific as you have expected. Yet the process gives you the tools and inspiration to access your true, full self in your own words while supporting serious, productive actions and outcomes. Of course, conventio...
	As you see your full roadmap, you’ll appreciate the promise and adventure in this independent method of exploring yourself.  It starts with who you are, from the inside out.  With such worthwhile work that invests in your future, you’ll have the perso...
	Continue to stay alert to what engages you in other people, the arts, and in the world around you. What important subjects and issues emerge to add to your roadmap? Keep notes or a journal to convert such leads into additional lines for your roadmap o...

	ENSURE YOUR ROADMAP MIRRORS YOUR Full self
	Expect to write anywhere between 60 and 100 lines or phrases for your initial roadmap. Too short and the result would be superficial, too long, distracting, difficult to focus and use effectively — not to mention unnecessary work!  Later, you can alwa...
	Include Representative, Recurring Themes
	When moving toward completeness, your list of lines or phrases is likely to have themes related to:
	 health
	 wealth or financial security
	 relationships
	 work

	Additional Recurring Themes to Enrich Your Roadmap
	Another way to test for completeness is to identify still other representative categories for lines in your roadmap that are important to you.  For example, if missing, you may want to add several specific and general lines related to each of the foll...
	 spiritual and religious life
	 physical activities
	 love life
	 community
	 home and work environments
	 family
	 play
	 creativity
	 ethics
	 sensual and sexual expression
	 subjects and issues that engage you
	As you’ll see, many layers will emerge as you describe your full self. Their concreteness, completeness, and authenticity will provide holistic, effective guidance for action. Additional focus will be provided by creating and applying the three priori...
	When you have at least 60 lines and feel satisfied that they reflect your full self for now, you can put your list into priority order according to what’s essential and important to you.  One way to do that is to divide the lines into three categories...

	Keep your roadmap current, inspiring, and useful
	Continue to make sure you have a balance between generalities and specifics among your roadmap lines.  For the latter for example, you can imagine the value for action of describing how you would care about and for particular individuals.
	Perhaps yearly, or whatever time frame works for you, update your roadmap. Clarify your language, edit redundancies, adjust priorities, and drop the no longer relevant lines. Seek authenticity over elegant prose, what you want over what you (or others...
	This foundation, written in your own words from your heart and mind, provides a dynamic, accurate, authentic picture of yourself.  Rather than react to whatever presents itself, the action-oriented lines in the roadmap will help you direct your life w...
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	17TLet the energy of your true interests melt what’s holding you back.
	GUIDE THREE: UNFREEZING YOUR LIFE:
	TRANSCENDING FEARS OF SUCCESS AND FAILURE
	Many are cold, but few are frozen.
	~ Jeff Arch, writer of Sleepless in Seattle fame ~

	PREPARATION
	20 minutes to read, consider, and place one modest action on your calendar

	INGREDIENTS
	Being open with yourself
	Letting go of confining habits of thinking and acting
	Exploring new ideas, actions, and paths
	Taking small, manageable steps

	LIKELY RESULTS OF YOUR EFFORTS
	Decreased fear and anxiety
	Closer connections with people who assist you and care
	Professional and personal progress
	Improved confidence and self-appreciation

	INTERNAL BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
	The following two groups echo typical inner voices that can inhibit effective action.  Which of them do you think relates more to fear of success and fear of failure?
	First set:
	 “I don’t know what I want to do.”
	 “I can’t (don’t want to) play their game.”
	 “Other demands or issues keep me from doing what I want to do.”
	 “I don’t seem to have the patience and persistence to follow through.”
	 “I can’t afford to do it.”
	Second set:
	 “I lack the right credentials and experience.”
	 “It’s just too difficult.”
	 “I’m not smart (confident, aggressive, or strong) enough.”
	 “How can I start without knowing what will happen?”
	 “I’ve never done this before.”
	The first set of thoughts above most likely relates to fear of success, the second to fear of failure. They can exist simultaneously or discretely; they may also interpenetrate. Behind each of these thought barriers and pessimistic attitudes lie perso...
	As you’ve probably already found, fear and its cousin, anxiety, can paralyze at worst, postpone achievement at least.  If you experience both fear of success and fear of failure, expect a double dose of difficulty and discomfort as you experiment with...
	Even your strengths can complicate the situation.  Perhaps you are used to working hard and are good at what you do; you generally obtain predictable, positive outcomes through your efforts alone.  Under these circumstances, your identity tends to be ...
	Under such circumstances, feeling like a neophyte, whether you actually are or not, may make you particularly uncomfortable. Who you are now and what you could become is not entirely predictable as you venture into new territory.  Maybe you imagine th...

	UNDERSTAND AND WEAKEN FEARS OF SUCCESS AND FAILURE
	Many issues contribute to fear of success. What could happen if your powers and accomplishments exceed comfort levels for yourself and others? For example, you might be perceived as a threat by some people or stand out in ways that make you feel vulne...
	If these reactions concern you, consider whether you can be true to yourself and still be liked by everyone. In fact, how healthy and productive is it for you to stay in contact with people who have negative or dismissive responses to you when you sho...
	As with fear of failure, fear of success relates to your sense of who you are — your identity as well as stability. Any rapid change in life, even if it brings significant resources or other measures of success, can affect these moorings and bring str...
	Your responses to the following questions and related suggestions may help you decide whether or not you are suffering from the seeming paradox of fear of success and fear of failure or just one of them. As you wish, use the suggestions to kindle acti...
	Check the descriptions below to identify or adjust the ones that apply.
	____ Do you avoid starting something new if you don’t feel in control or masterful? Name one example below that intrigues you enough to take a simple action that prompts progress.
	____ Does your usual smarts or confidence seem to lose strength when you hit a roadblock? Name below one small area you can detour or for which you will ask someone for assistance.
	____ Does your level of discomfort exceed what would seem “normal” when you deal with something outside your expertise or experience? Briefly describe below how you will address one aspect.
	____ Do you prefer to work and be with people who seem less accomplished than you?  Name one stimulating person below whom you’d probably enjoy getting to know.  When and how will you reach out?
	The descriptions above could reflect a fear of failure. The following descriptions could relate to fear of success.  Both types of fear can also overlap for some people. Check or adjust any descriptions below that apply.
	____Are you close to people, professionally and personally, who might feel threatened or uncomfortable if you excel, do something original, or depart from your usual style or habits?  If so, name a few significant ones in the space below, mentioning h...
	____Does the idea of expressing your true or hidden strengths disquiet you?  Name a few that come to mind below. For one that gives you pride, jot down a simple strategy for expressing an aspect of that strength.
	____Do you prefer not to stand out or call attention to yourself?  Describe briefly below a modest way you’d enjoy doing that.
	____Do you tend to be in constant motion with little time for contemplation, rest, refocusing, and quietude? Note below how many minutes you will invest daily in breathing deeply or practicing a simple meditation that works for you.
	____Does the prospect of major change itself make you very uncomfortable? Describe below one small aspect of a larger change and how you’ll manage it now.

	AVAILABLE WAYS TO BREACH EMOTIONAL BARRIERS
	No matter what tendencies you just checked above, there is hope for starting an authentic adventure. Keeping an open mind about your choices, decide how you will refocus your energy. Explore new possibilities that attract you, staying alert for emergi...
	Better still, imagine the pleasures that await you along the new paths you can navigate to integrate your interests and capacities. As you align what you do with how you live by choosing what’s authentic, engaging, and viable, you also will be able to...
	Not to diminish the value of what you know, such content, can always be enhanced and learned.  In fact, content is often in flux in today’s world.  On the other hand, process, or how you do things, can hold more power, promise, and flexibility in a va...
	Even missteps along the way provide opportunities to stretch and learn.  Natural trial and error can yield to competence and confidence on the way to mastery.  Although persistent, small steps are most manageable, leaps forward also occur as experienc...
	The following Figure 1.1 is a graph of this developmental process  It shows reasons for optimism about addressing fears of success and failure as well as a process for how you can continue to unfreeze the potential of your life.
	Whenever something new or seemingly new is started there is period of trial and error (see lower left corner, first quadrant).  For many people, this sense of being “out of control” is disquieting, if not discombobulating. But with persistence, confid...
	Figure 1.1 Graph of the Developmental Process

	CHOICES FOR CROSSING OVER TO SUCCESS
	As with many people, maybe you experience combinations of fears of success and failure as your checks above indicated.  For any you checked, think back to a time when you transcended such tendencies.  Those experiences and your willingness to follow t...
	To give yourself a gift of continuing development through action, use and adapt the following suggestions below that appeal to you.  Also add your own ideas.  Proceed in any sequence that works for you.
	Act “Small” Until You’re Ready to Be “Big.”
	Open the Door to What You Truly Want to Do
	Start with the smallest, most manageable action related to what you truly want to do to enhance your life.
	 Describe briefly below a modest idea related to what you want to achieve.
	 Describe the first step below you will take and specify briefly how you will activate it.
	 Schedule that step, mentioning time and resources needed  below.
	 When you sense you’re ready to commit, map out in a separate location of your choice a more ambitious, yet manageable, concrete plan of action. Use any means of organization that work for you.  Keep it simple, perhaps including your idea, a time lin...
	 Engage charming, appreciative nags and collaborators to help you stay on course.  Name two below.  When and how will you connect?
	Cull Ideas and Strategies From Some Typical Past Mistakes and Wins
	 Name one to two actions or tendencies you will benefit from avoiding below.
	 Remember what you did to create a successful or worthwhile outcome and note below how you will apply the process now.
	 Specify below one or two people for collaboration in avoiding a mistake or repeating a win. How will you acknowledge their aid?
	Your Current Appreciators and Developers
	 Name two to four people below from your professional and personal life who appreciate your true self.
	 Arrange get-togethers by phone or face-to-face with at least two of them in the next several weeks to brainstorm about what you want to achieve. Be clear with them about the purpose of your conversation and what you want to discuss. Allow enough tim...
	 Prepare yourself by jotting down below a few main points for discussion.
	Explore How Others Who Intrigue You Move Forward
	Read about and listen to stories to learn from others’ natural ups, downs, and all arounds as they worked through the challenges and opportunities of living.  Be alert to how they honored their natures and values.
	 Name below one or two people whose lives inspire you enough to study.
	 Specify a few sources below you will turn to for information about these people.  How might you go about talking with them, if they are accessible?
	 What one or two strategies will you use to capture the main learning to apply to your own situation?
	Define What Failure and Success Mean
	Write personal definitions of success and failure in two short paragraphs each in a separate location. Be as concrete and realistic as possible. Discuss your ideas with a few others you respect, if you wish.
	Promote Others’ Success
	Think about how you can support another’s development by being a mentor, collaborative colleague, cheerleader, tutor, caring friend, promoter, sponsor, or _________________.
	Mention below the name of one person each from your personal and professional life you’d enjoy assisting as your time and talents permit.  Also jot down a few ideas about how best to recognize and attend to each person’s nature in your offer and to de...
	Reality Test to Encourage Your Forward Momentum
	Finally, here are two questions for you to explore for yourself now to support your progress.
	 Is anything a failure if you’ve learned and applied something to benefit yourself and others?
	 How can success be enjoyed unless it’s earned through dealing with the challenges and possibly the failures along the way?
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	APPENDIX A: DEFINITION OF COURAGE AND FOUR RELATED CONCEPTS

	DEFINITION OF COURAGE AND FOUR RELATED CONCEPTS
	Based on original doctoral research, the foundation of
	CHOOSE COURAGE: STEP INTO THE LIFE YOU WANT
	by Ruth M. Schimel, Ph.D., Career & Life Management Consultant
	Courage is a process of becoming that involves:
	 the willingness to realize your true capacities
	 by going through discomfort, fear, anxiety, or suffering
	 and taking wholehearted, responsible action
	Willingness is the process of choosing unconditionally, voluntarily sacrificing alternatives.
	Realize is to comprehend fully or correctly, to actualize or achieve.
	True is consistent with reality, genuine, fundamental.
	Capacity is the ability to hold, do, receive, or absorb; the maximum or optimum amount that can be achieved; the ability to learn or retain knowledge; a faculty or aptitude.
	Wholehearted is to undertake fully with sincerity, openness to experience, compassion, and energy. It is something done for itself, not as a means to an end.
	Responsible is being ethically accountable, accepting authorship.
	Action is the process of doing, the transmission of energy, force, or influence as the result of responsible thought and intuition.
	Discomfort is mental or bodily distress.
	Anxiety is the state of unease and distress about future uncertainties, lacking an unambiguous cause or specific threat.
	Fear is the feeling of alarm or disquiet caused by the expectation of specific danger, pain, or disaster.
	Suffering is the feeling of actual pain or distress, sustaining of loss, injury, harm, or punishment; the enduring of evil, injury, pain, or death.
	Four Concepts Complementary to Courage
	Authenticity is the process of realizing your genuine self through openness to yourself and others and receptivity to what you and others offer.
	Commitment is the process of entrusting yourself to another person, idea, thing, or situation.
	Passion is the range of emotions and desires, involving pain and pleasure that focuses your energy for self-enactment.
	Vocation is the idea or inspiration that gives meaning to your work. It is the calling that enables you to express who you are to yourself and others by producing something you value that also connects to a transcendent purpose.
	APPENDIX B: CYCLES OF COURAGE

	Three Cycles of Development in the Process of Becoming Courageous AND SUGGESTIONS FOR USE
	“Becoming courageous is a process involving the willingness to realize your true capacities by going through discomfort, fear, anxiety or suffering and taking wholehearted, responsible action.”  - As defined in Choose Courage: Step Into the Life You ...
	First Cycle
	 Wanting something very much expressed by having a passion and purpose
	 Being aware of experiencing discomfort, anxiety, fear or suffering or feeling pain
	 Taking support from others
	 Believing in concrete, especially beneficial values
	 Seeing reality
	Second Cycle
	 Experiencing and naming a range of feelings
	 Being willing to do work and endure pain, discomfort, or tension appropriate to a situation of value
	 Making choices, letting go of some possibilities
	 Taking appropriate, ethical action
	 Gaining insight into and appreciation of your true self through learning, action, and feedback from others
	 Continuing the dialogue about what’s important with yourself and others
	 Taking good care of yourself
	Third Cycle
	 Renewing periodically insights about yourself through life experience, dialogue, and contemplation
	 Integrating true capacities, purpose, passion, and values in action
	 Enjoying the ongoing creation of meaning in life
	 Continuing to develop through the cycles and processes mentioned above
	Suggestions for use:
	 Consider, adapt, and take what relates to you from these cycles to organize your action for success.
	 Identify two or three examples of your own process of becoming courageous by remembering several stories describing how you handled difficult or challenging situations.
	 Listen to others’ stories to parse out their process of becoming courageous in order to give them positive feedback. (Note: You may find yourself and others saying, “I had no choice,” when you label action courageous. That does not mean you’re not c...
	Ruth Schimel may not seem a neatly-defined expert to some people. Through her career and life management consulting practice and writing, she encourages clients and readers to realize their true capacities for their own and others’ benefit. To honor t...
	Since 1983, Ruth has assisted over 1,000 individuals of all ages and backgrounds. Building beyond conventional approaches, she provides digestible, engaging materials, inspiration, and tailored guidance to promote self-sufficiency and progress.  Ruth ...
	In 1998, Ruth and her mother, Beatrice Schimel, developed the vision for The Schimel Lode and started implementation to honor their family values.  With an excellent Board, Ruth now leads and manages The Schimel Lode, a nontraditional foundation to pr...
	Previously, Ruth was a management consultant and taught a variety of human resource and related subjects at Georgetown, American, George Washington, and Marymount Universities.
	In a prior incarnation at the Department of State, she was a diplomat in Ecuador, Guatemala, and India. Among those posts, she did work such as managing human resources, analyzing research and intelligence, and heading the consular section in Calcutta...
	Ruth’s degrees are:
	 Ph.D. in public management, workforce development, and gerontology, George Washington University (GWU): Dissertation topic: Becoming Courageous: A Search for Process
	 M.A. in behavioral science, government, and personnel, GWU
	 B.S. in industrial and labor relations, Cornell University
	The theme of courage for her doctoral dissertation came unconventionally — through a vision. It unites her passions, interests, education, skills, and experience, just as she encourages her clients to do with their lives. From the research, she knows ...
	But meaning what she says and doing what she means, as Horton the Elephant said, comes much closer to her new, 21st-century definition of courage: the willingness to realize your true capacities by going through discomfort, fear, anxiety, or suffering...
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